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A new kind of differential flow induced chemical wave is introduced by theoretical calculation. A differential 
flow between the counter acting species of a dynamical activator-inhibitor system may destabilize its homoge
neous reference state and cause the medium to self-organize into a pattern of travelling waves through the dif
ferential flow instability (DIFI). In a chemical system, also, the differential bulk flow may change the dynamics 
of the system, thus it has been refered to as the differential flow induced chemical instability (DIFICI). For DI- 
FICI experiments, one directional flow has been commonly employed, resulting in periodic wave patterns gen
erally. In this study, we considered two directional flow for the DIFICI wave by exchanging artificially the flow 
direction at some period.

Introduction

Differential flow between the counteracting species of a 
dynamical activator-inhibitor system may destabilize the 
system's homogeneous reference state and cause the medium 
to self-organize into a pattern of travelling wave through the 
differential flow instability (DIFI).1 The homogeneous 
steady state of a chemical reaction system characterized by 
activator-inhibitor kinetics also may become unstable 
through the two similar differential transport mechanisms of 
its key species.2,3 The Turing pattern4 may be obtained by 
differential diffusion5 between activator and inhibitor in 
chemical reaction systems, on the other hand, a differential 
flow between two chemical species may give rise to a travel
ling wave.6

The study of instabilities caused by the flow of matter con
stitutes a central task of hydrodynamics.1,2 In this study, we 
focus on systems consisting of at least two distinct, interac
tive species. The flow field is assumed to be homogeneous 
throughout the system, i.e., there are no gradients of the flow 
velocity. The different species, however, may travel with 
their individual flow velocitis. In this case, we say that there 
is a differential flow between the components.1

M. Menzinger et al. recently predicted theoretically6 and 
verified experimentally7,8 that such a differential bulk flow 
in chemical systems may change the dynamics of the sys
tem. The destabilizing mechanism by flow of activator and 
inhibitor at different flow rates, regardless of which one is 
faster, has been refered to as the differential flow induced 
chemical instability (DIFICI).6,7,8

In the experimental setup of one directional bulk flow 
chemical systems,7,8 the differential flow between activator 
and inhibitor is made possible by the inhibitor of the metal 
ion catalyst of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction9,10 

immobilized on a cation-exchange resin by packing. The 
remaining reactant solution flows through a tubular column 
in which the flow rate is controlled by regulating the flow 
gas pressure.

In this paper, we report our investigations of calculations 
for a new kind of DIFICI in which a two directional differen
tial flow system is considered for inducing complex chemi
cal instabilities. For DIFICI experiments conducted up until 
now, one directional flow has been commonly employed, 
and the resulting periodic wave patterns are very apparent at 
some references.1,7,8

In this study, we considered the two directional flow 
induced chemical instability theoretically before the experi
mental research. The flow direction was exchanged by con
trolling the changing frequency artificially. From this 
experimental simulation-varying the flow rate of forward 
and reverse direction and exchanging the frequency of flow 
direction together-we were able to obtain complex travelling 
wave patterns.

Model and Procedure

Model. In order to consider the two directional differen
tial flow induced chemical instability, we visualized a one
dimensional reactor model as shown in Figure 1. We 
assumed that the flow rate of forward and reverse is con
trolled by the regulation of gas pressure, and the exchanging 
of flow direction is accomplished by regulating RV(2) with 
RV(1) by cross opening and closing.

Procedure. For the simulation of DIFICI experiments 
composed of two species system of an activator and inhibi
tor, the inhibitor, represented in general by Y, is immobilized 
by a solid support, while the activator species X flows 
through the one-dimensional reactor with a constant veloc- 
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itry v. This system has been described by the reaction-flow 
equation.1，2

〜 一 dx ..x=f(x, y)+vdX (i)
dR

p=g(x, y)

Where f and g are reaction kinetic functions, and R is the 
one-dimensional flow direction coordinate.

However, in order to consider the two directional flow 
DIFICI experiments, we used the time dependent flow 
velocity of v(t) instead of the one directional constant v in 
Eq. 1. The flow direction is indicated by the sign of the flow 
rate in Figure 1 in which v(t) is a positive value for forward 
direction and a negative value for reverse direction. The 
direciton of flow was exchanged by the period of T0. We car
ried out this study by varying the To value and by varying the 
absolute value of forward and reverse flow rate. Then, the 
two directional flow rate system is summarized as follows:

v(t) = | Vf | from t = n To n = 0, 2, 4 … (2)
-| Vr | from t = (n + 1) T0

To illustrate the spatial instability of the two-directional 
differential flow in this study, we used the Puschinator 
model9 of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction10,11 with 
the flow term,

x( 1 -x)—\2 qat--+月｝mdx _ 1 
dT =宅

쁳T = X -。六

where £ = 쏘 , a = 씌淳一 , 卩 = 인业 , 月 = 蚓 , 
k4 C (k 1 Ah 0)2 k 1 k 5 (k 1A)2 h 0

A = [BrO3-], B = [CHBr(COOH)2],
C = [Fe(Phen)32+] + [Fe(Phen)33+],

y = C, Y = [ Fe (Phe) 3+]

2 kxx = 2싀= X= [ HBrO2 ]
k 1A

r = R J 쓰?」/ 2, T = 也 t 
[(k 1A)2h0' Ik 4 C (3)

and ho is the acidity value of flowing solution, q is the sto
ichiometric factor of BZ reaction. We used the value of 0.5 
for the stoichiometric factor. And k1 and Kf are the rate con
stant and equilibrium constant of ferroin-catalyzed BZ reac
tion. Their definition and available values are well described 
by Rovinsky et al.9,12 We used the diffusion coefficient value 
of Dx in the scaling process with 3x10-3 cm2s-1 to adjust the 
length of one dimensional reactor for 10 cm. The parameters 
of the Puschinator model and the dimension scales of the 
reactor length, the flow rate, and the period of exchanging 
direction are summarized in Table 1.

The integration for the calculation of the differential equa
tion Eq. 3 for one-dimensional reactor was conducted by the 
CVODE program using the Euler method, and we used a 
periodic boundary condition.13 The initial perturbation of the 
homogeneous state was imposed at the middle of the one
dimensional reactor, with an amplitude equal to about 30% 
of the homogeneous steady state value.

Results and Discussions

Figure 1. The model of schematic diagram for the two-directional 
flow DIFICI study. A and B, reaction flow solution; C, 
immobilized packed material such as cation exchange resin coated 
by metal catalyst; RV(1), regulating valve for flow rate control; 
RV(2), cross regulating valve with RV(1) for flow direction 
control; FD, fritted disk; vf and vr, the flow rate of forward and 
reverse.

One-directional flow system. In order to justify our 
computational model of two-directional flow system in the 
DIFICI wave study, we first calculated for one directional 
system from the model by holding the reverse flow rate 
value at zero. Then, we compared our results with the exper
imental results obtained by M. Menzinger et al. using the 
one directional differential flow system.7,8

The calculated results in a tubular one dimensional reactor 
for a one directional system are shown in Figure 2. Figure 
2(a) represents a sample calculation of travelling wave by a 
periodic peak of an arbitrary unit of an activator concentra
tion change, which is represented as U(x) vertically. The

Table 1. The used parameters of the Puschinator model and the 
used dimenhsion scales for calculation
Parameters of Puschinator model Used dimensions for calculation

A = 0.1249M
B = 0.2M

C = 0.0003M 
h0 = 0.3M

R (reactor length) = 10 cm 
Vf or Vr = 0-1.5 cm/sec 

To = 0-80 sec
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Figure 2. The calculational results of travelling wave patterns for one-directional flow systems. The forward flow rates are as follows: (a) 
Vf = 0.57 cm/sec, (b) Vf = 0.86 cm/sec, (c) Vf = 0.43 cm/sec, (d) Vf = 0.43 cm/sec.
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Figure 3. The calculational results of travelling wave patterns for two-directional flow systems with the same forward and reverse 
value. The flow rate and the direction exchanging frequencies are as follows: (a) Vf = 0.36 cm/sec, Vr = 0.36 cm/sec, f((1/T)) = 0.33 
sec-1. (b) Vf = 0.43 cm/sec, Vr = 0.43 cm/sec, f = 0.33 sec-1. (c) Vf = 0.50 cm/sec, Vr = 0.50 cm/sec, f = 0.33 sec-1. (d) Vf = 0.71 cm/sec, 
Vr = 0.71 cm/sec, f = 0.33 sec-1.
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time of (t1) in this diagram indicates the perturbed point in 
the middle of the reactor. The time scale (t1)-(t4) is about 
900 seconds, which is a very large value compared with the 
30 seconds of other systems (b)-(d) in Figure 2. In Figure 
2(b) and 2(c), the travelling waves are represented by a dark 
band, similar to the experimental results in which the con
centration change of activator species show periodic band7,8 
with the flow solution. The flow direction of one dimen
sional tubular reactor is manifested at a horizontal axis from 
0 to 10 cm. The tubular reactor is represented as a rectangu
lar surface in the diagram. The initial perturbed wave in the 
middle of the reactor changes into a travelling wave with 
flow time indicated at a vertical axis with discontinuous time 
scale. The travelling waves at an early stage are aperiodic in 
which the intervals between the dark bands are irregular, as 
shown in (b) and (c) of Figure 2, while the wave gradually 
becomes periodic with flow. The difference between (b) and 
(c) in Figure 2 is the value of flow rate, i.e., the absolute flow 
rate of (c) is the half value of (b). Thus, the intervals between 
bands are longer than in (b). The change into periodic travel
ling wave with flowing time is well shown in (d) in Figure 2. 
This result agrees well with previous experimental results of 
periodic wave using one directional flow rate by M. Menz- 
inger et al.7,8

Two-direction이 flow system. When we calculate using 
the model for the two directional flow system as shown in 
Figure 1, we can consider other control parameters, includ
ing the flow rate of forward and reverse direction separately, 

and the frequency of exchanging flow direction. In one 
directional systems only the flow rate value can be varied. 
To investigate the effects of the control parameters in the 
two directional travelling waves in more detail, we also var
ied the calculation time, which corresponds to the flow time 
of the travelling wave.

Figure 3 shows the calculational results of the travelling 
waves for this two directional flow systems. We used the 
same value of an exchanging frequency in (a)-(d) with a dif
ferent flow rate. In this system, the forward flow rate equals 
the reverse rate, but the absolute value increases from (a) to 
(d). We could confirm from this result in Figure 3 that the 
travelling wave pattern is very dependent on the absolute 
value of the flow rate in this two-directional DIFICI system 
of fixed frequency. In (a) and (b) of Figure 3, the time span 
of the travelling wave was relatively short, especially in the 
case of (a) where only one perturbed wave was shown. This 
result can be explained by the slow flow rate in comparison 
with the exchanging frequency. When the flow rate was 
increased gradually, aperiodic travelling waves were 
obtained as shown in (c) and (d).

Figure 4 shows the computational results of the travelling 
waves that describe the frequency effect of exchanging flow 
direction in two directional flow systems. In (a) and (b) of 
Figure 4, the same rate and frequency value were used. The 
periodic bands at the begining of flow times as shown in (a) 
change gradually into an aperiodic travelling wave as shown 
in (b) of Figure 4. The frequency value of Figure 4(c) is

Figure 4. The calculational results of travelling wave patterns of two-directional flow systems for the frequency effects of exchanging 
flow: (a) Vf = 0.57 cm/sec, Vr = 0.57 cm/sec, f = 0.50 sec-1, (b) Vf = 0.57 cm/sec, Vr = 0.57 cm/sec, f = 0.50 sec-1, (c) Vf = 0.57 cm/sec, 
Vr = 0.57 cm/sec, f = 0.17 sec-1, (d) Vf = 1.05 cm/sec, Vr = 1.05 cm/sec, f = 0.17 sec-1.
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three times smaller than that of (a) and (b). The resulting 
wave is nearly periodic and the interval between bands is 
shorter than the interval of wave bands in (a) and (b). Figure 
4(d) shows the wave result when the flow rate value is 
higher than the value of (c) at the same frequency value. The 
obtained pattern is similar to that of Figure 4(c). This means 
that the flow rate value in the two directional system does 
not have much effect on the periodic wave pattern if the fre
quency value is smaller than some limit value compared 
with the flow rate value. This phenomenon is silmilar to the 
one directional flow system of periodic wave.

We observe some interesting results in the travelling 
waves by using a different value for the forward and reverse 
flow rate as shown in (a)-(c) of Figure 5. The result of Figure 
5(a) is similar with those of Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). The 
forward flow rate of Figure 5(a) is larger than the value used 
in Figure 3(c), though the reverse flow rate is the same as 
that in Figure 3(b). This result means that the wave by using 
a different forward and reverse flow rate value in the two 
directional flow system is highly dependent on the small dif
ference between the two flow rate values. In Figure 5(b) and 
5(c), the values of the forward and reverse flow rate were 
larger than the value in 5(a), and aperiodic travelling wave 
patterns were obtained. We used a time scale in 5(c) that was 
twice the value compared with 5(b) to extend the observa
tion of aperiodic wave character. The aperiodicity is well 
shown in Figure 5(d), where the calculation time is extended
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Figure 5. The calculational results of travelling wave patterns of two-directional flow systems with a different rate of forward and reverse 
value, and the systems of an extended time scale: (a) Vf = 0.57 cm/sec, Vr = 0.43 cm/sec, f = 0.33 sec-1, flow time = 30 second. (b) Vf = 1.05 
cm/sec, Vr = 0.57 cm/sec, f = 0.33 sec-1, flow time = 30 second. (c) Vf = 1.05 cm/sec, Vr = 0.57 cm/cec, f = 0.33 sec-1, flow time = 60 second. 
(d) Vf = 0.57 cm/sec, Vr = 0.57 cm/sec, f = 0.67 sec-1, flow time = 300 second.

ten times. The frequency value of Figure 5(d) is twice that of 
Figure 5(c).

In Figure 6, variance of the travelling wave pattern by con- 
troling the flow rate and the exchanging frequency is sum
marized in the result of repeated calculations varying the 
flow rate value and the exchanging frequency value. In Fig
ure 6(a), the boundary is a wave pattern roughly. No pattern 
formation in the region of C can be described by the fact that 
the frequency value goes beyond limits for the propagation 
of flow wave. The variance of the travelling wave pattern by 
controling the flow rate and frequency is well shown in Fig
ure 6(b). The diagram was obtained by the same method of 
Figure 6(a), i.e., repeated calculations. The boundary repre
sented by the small circles was obtained by the observation 
of the differences in the wave pattern formation when the 
parameter values were varied slightly around a given point. 
The boundary of wave pattern formation meets our expecta
tions on the whole. When a small frequency value is used, 
the periodic wave is obtained generally as in the region (1). 
The periodic travelling wave observed in the region (1)-A 
differed somewhat from that of region (1). The periodic 
wave did not continue for an extended length of time in the 
case of region (1)-A. However, when a large value of fre
quency rate is used, the travelling wave is not formed since 
the wave does not progress due to the interference of direc
tion change as shown in region (4). The characteristics of a 
two directional differential flow system are well shown in

위." .... ... 丨
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f Log (1/TX10000)
Figure 6. The diagram being summarized for the dependency of 
the DIFICI travelling wave patterns on the two-directional flow 
system. (a) The rough dependency on the flow rate and the 
direction exchanging frequency: A; Aperiodic and chaotic wave, 
B; Periodic wave, C; No wave formation. (b) The diagram for 
dependency of DIFICI travelling wave patterns on the two
directional flow system in detail on the base of some calculational 
points. The used dimension scale for the flow rate and the period is 
unitless where the flow rate value of 10 equals to 0.71 cm/sec and 
the direction exchanging period(T) of 10000 equals to 25 second. 
The dependency is as follows: (1) and (1)-A; Periodic wave, (2); 
Aperiodic wave, (3); Complex wave, (4); No wave formation.

the region of (2) and (3). Aperiodic or complex wave pat
terns are not observed by the control of the flow rate alone in 
one directional differential flow systems.

Su-Bum Shin et al.

Con이usion

These calculational results suggest that we can obtain var
ious travelling wave patterns, including a periodic and an 
aperiodic wave pattern, by controling some parameters in a 
two directional flow system of differential flow induced 
chemical instability (DIFICI).
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